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Estimators of the Human Effective Sex Ratio
Detect Sex Biases on Different Timescales
Leslie S. Emery,1 Joseph Felsenstein,1,2 and Joshua M. Akey1,*
Determining historical sex ratios throughout human evolution can provide insight into patterns of genomic variation, the structure and
composition of ancient populations, and the cultural factors that influence the sex ratio (e.g., sex-specific migration rates). Although
numerous studies have suggested that unequal sex ratios have existed in human evolutionary history, a coherent picture of sex-biased
processes has yet to emerge. For example, two recent studies compared humanX chromosome to autosomal variation tomake inferences
about historical sex ratios but reached seemingly contradictory conclusions, with one study finding evidence for a male bias and the
other study identifying a female bias. Here, we show that a large part of this discrepancy can be explained bymethodological differences.
Specifically, through reanalysis of empirical data, derivation of explicit analytical formulae, and extensive simulations we demonstrate
that two estimators of the effective sex ratio based on population structure and nucleotide diversity preferentially detect biases that have
occurred on different timescales. Our results clarify apparently contradictory evidence on the role of sex-biased processes in human
evolutionary history and show that extant patterns of human genomic variation are consistent with both a recent male bias and an
earlier, persistent female bias.Although studies of DNA variation have revealed impor-
tant insights into human demographic history, compara-
tively little is known about mating patterns and sex ratio
during human evolution.1 Sex-biased processes, such as
matrilocality—when females remain in their natal
territory—and polygyny—when males have multiple
female mates—are widespread in mammals and can have
profound effects on genomic patterns of variation.2,3
One measure of the sex bias within a population is the
effective sex ratio (ESR)—defined here as the female
proportion of the effective population
(ESR ¼ Nfemalee =ðNfemalee þNmalee Þ). Diversity measures from
the mtDNA and the nonrecombining portion of the Y
chromosome (NRY) provide relative estimates of Ne
female
and Ne
male. Previous studies comparing mtDNA and NRY
have shown evidence for local-scale sex biases inmigration
rates of humans4–8 and other species.9–12 Because these
uniparentally inherited markers experience no recombina-
tion, however, selection on any part of the mtDNA or NRY
will affect the entire locus and make ESR estimates difficult
to interpret.13
Recently, the availability of sequence data has enabled
comparisons of X chromosome and autosomal variation
levels,14–18 which have higher power for making global-
scale inferences about human sex biases than for making
inferences based on mtDNA or NRY.13,19 These compari-
sons rely on a consequence of male hemizygosity: the
effective number of X chromosomes in a population
(Ne
X) depends on the ESR. If males and females are present
in equal numbers (ESR ¼ 0.5), then the effective popula-
tion size of the X chromosome is three-quarters that of
the autosomes.3 This relationship is described by the
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NAe
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However, sex biases can lead to deviations fromQ¼ 0.75:
in cases of a male bias (Ne
female < Ne
male) there is a relative
reduction in the number of X chromosomes, decreasing
Q (Q < 0.75); in cases of a female bias (Ne
female > Ne
male)
there is a relative increase in the number of X chromo-
somes, which increases Q (Q > 0.75). Because the effective
population size of the X chromosome determines the rate
of genetic drift on the X chromosome, Q can be estimated
by comparing levels of genetic diversity between the
X chromosome and the autosomes. In population data,
Q can be estimated from statistics such as the fixation
index (FST) and nucleotide diversity (p)
16,17 and serves as
a proxy for the ESR in detecting sex biases. Several recent
studies have compared X chromosome and autosomal
variation to make inferences regarding sex biases in
Drosophila20–22 and in humans.14,16,17,23,24
Recently, two studies estimated Q in order to detect sex
biases in similar human populations16,17 and found seem-
ingly contradictory conclusions.25 Using SNP data from
the International HapMap Project,26 Keinan et al. found
evidence for a male bias during the dispersal of modern
humans out of Africa (Figure 1A).17 Hammer and
colleagues, however, found evidence for a female bias
throughout human history in six populations from the
Human Genome Diversity Panel (HGDP) (Figure 1A).16
Although these two analyses differ in several respects,
such as the specific populations and markers analyzed,
we were especially interested in whether methodological
differences could account for the disparate results. In
particular, the primary analysis of Keinan et al. used FST195, USA; 2Department of Biology, University of Washington, Seattle, WA
Genetics. All rights reserved.
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Figure 1. Estimates of QFST in Hammer’s
Resequencing Data Are Consistent with
a Male Bias during the Out-of-Africa
Dispersal
Point estimates of Q are indicated by gray
dots, and vertical black bars represent
95% confidence intervals. The dashed
gray line indicates the expected value of
Q ¼ 0.75 with no sex bias.
(A) Summary of two previous studies of
human sex bias.16,17 The x axis shows the
populations (superscript) and the variation
measure used (subscript). A comparison
between two populations is denoted by
the population names connected by
a hyphen. HapMap population abbrevia-
tions: ASN, Japanese in Tokyo and Han
Chinese in Beijing; CEU, Utah residents
with ancestry from northern and western
Europe; YRI, Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria.
(B) Reanalysis of Hammer’s data with the
FST method. Several Q estimates are below
0.75, in contrast to estimates of Qp in the
same data set. Ba, Basque; H, Han; BaH,
BasqueþHan; BiM, BiakaþMandenka;
BiMS, BiakaþMandenkaþHan.to estimate Q, whereas Hammer et al. estimated Q by using
p (we will denote these estimators as QFST and Qp):
Qp ¼ p
X
pAutosomes
(Equation 2)
QFST ¼
ln

1 2FAST

ln

1 2FXST
 (Equation 3)
We investigated the properties of these estimators of Q
by using three independent methods, including reanalysis
of empirical data, a coalescent theoretical model, and
detailed coalescent simulations.
The most direct way to explore the methodological
differences in Q obtained by Keinan et al. and Hammer
et al. is to calculate bothQp andQFSTon the same empirical
data set. To this end, we obtained the resequencing data
from Hammer et al., which consists of 20 regions (~5 kb)
each for the X chromosome and autosomes, and calculated
QFST for all possible population pairs. The populations
included in the data set are French Basque, Biaka, Han
Chinese, Mandenka, Melanesian, and San.27 To mitigate
the effects of recent sex biases unique to one population
on estimates of QFST, we also performed analyses with
combinations of populations (BiakaþMandenka,
BasqueþHan, and BiakaþMandenkaþSan). To calculate
FST from this data, we tabulated allele frequencies in each
population, excluding SNPs with a minor allele frequency
< 0.05 (SNPA ¼ 276, SNPX ¼ 252). We calculated all pair-
wise FST estimates by using Weir and Cockerham’s
estimator,28 and we performed nonparametric bootstrap-
ping over the SNPs to estimate 95% confidence intervals
from 1000 bootstrap replicates. Combining the 1000 FST
X
estimates and 1000 FST
A estimates into all 1,000,000
possible combinations, we obtained 1,000,000 estimates
of QFST for each pair of populations by using Equation 3.The AmericanIn the populations most closely related to the HapMap
populations, most estimates of QFST are below 0.75
(Figure 1B), which is more consistent with the observa-
tions of Keinan et al. (using the same method) than with
those of Hammer et al. (using the same data). Of the 25
possible comparisons of a non-African to an African popu-
lation, only four exhibit a female bias (Figure S1 available
online). In fact, over half of these non-African versus
African comparisons display a male bias (four significantly
so). Given the exact same data set, we still see marked
differences between Qp and QFST estimates in resequencing
data, which is a compelling reason to investigate themeth-
odological differences further.
To better understand the differences between QFST and
Qp, we first derived analytical expressions for both estima-
tors under a coalescent model. Equation 4 can be used to
calculate the expected value for p on either the X chromo-
some or autosomes, using the appropriate mutation rate m
(see the Appendix for a complete derivation):
p ¼ 2m
Xn
i¼1
0
@e
 Pn
k¼iþ1
Tk
2Nk
1
A1 e Ti2Ni
3
2
42Ni þ Xn
k¼iþ1
Tk  Ti
0
@ eTiNi
1 e
Ti
Ni
1
A
3
5
(Equation 4)
Equation 4 is derived from a model based on a single
lineage that is partitioned into nonoverlapping intervals
described in terms of a series of population sizes, Nn,
Nn-1, Nn-2,.N2, N1, proceeding from the present backward
in time. Each interval has an associated duration
describing how long the population remained at that
size, giving a series of durations, Tn, Tn-1, Tn-2, . T2, T1,
measured in generations.Journal of Human Genetics 87, 848–856, December 10, 2010 849
We can extend the above model to two subpopulations
that diverged from the same ancestral population t gener-
ations ago. The ancestral population has population sizes
and associated durations N0n, N0n-1, N0n-2, . N02, N01 and
T 0n, T 0n-1, T 0n-2, . T 02, T 01. We can also derive an expres-
sion (Equation 5) for the expectation of p between subpop-
ulations 1 and 2, which we denote as p12:
p12 ¼ 2m
Xn
i¼1
0
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(Equation 5)
By using a formula for FST in terms of the three measures
p1, p2, and p12,
29 we can calculate approximate expected
values for FST on the X chromosome or on the autosomes
(see Appendix):
FST ¼ 2p12  p1  p2
2p12
(Equation 6)
A model of the African (Af), Asian (As), and European
(Eu) populations in terms of N and T parameter pairs is
given in Figure S2.We used expressions 4, 5, and 6 to calcu-
late pX, pA, FST
X, and FST
A under this model, and we then
used Equations 2 and 3 to obtain QFST and Qp. The
expected values of both Qp and QFST from the theoretical
model without sex biases are slightly below 0.75, with
the notable exception of Qp
Af (Qp
Af ¼ 0.778; QpEu ¼
0.740; Qp
As ¼ 0.736; QFSTEu-Af ¼ 0.740; QFSTAs-Af ¼ 0.738;
QFST
As-Eu ¼ 0.735). Population-size dynamics alone can
have a significant impact on the null expectation of Qp
in the absence of sex bias,30 and it is interesting to note
that this phenomenon also affects QFST.
To investigate the effects of a sex bias, we calculated QFST
andQp in each population for sex biases of varying severity
at 295 different time points for each of the three popula-
tions (Figure 2 and Figures S3, S4, and S5). Specifically,
we introduced a 1400-generation-long sex bias into a single
population 225,000 generations ago and moved this bias
forward in time in 250-generation increments. At each
increment, QFST and Qpwere calculated as described above.
The African lineage most clearly demonstrates the
different effects of the same sex bias on the two estimators
of Q (Figures 2A and 2D). Qp in Africans is virtually
unaffected by the time of the bias, whereas the magnitude
of QFST in Africans shifts further away from Q ¼ 0.75 for
recent biases. The same general patterns are observed for
biases introduced into the European and Asian lineages
(Figures 2B, 2C, 2E, and 2F).
For non-African populations, Qp does change as the bias
becomes more recent, but the magnitude of the changes
inQFST ismuch larger. These changes inQp for non-Africans
are attributable to the introduction of a bias during or near
a population bottleneck, growth, or expansion event that850 The American Journal of Human Genetics 87, 848–856, Decembamplifies the signal of the bias. The sensitivity of QFST to
a recent bias is explained by closely examining the expected
values of the estimator in a non-African population; for
instance, Europeans. There are two QFST comparisons for
the European population: QFST
Eu-As and QFST
Eu-Af. There is
a region of time—between double- and single-headed
arrows—when QFST
Eu-As is still largely unchanged while
QFST
Eu-Af has already decreased (male bias; Figure 2B) or
increased (female bias; Figure 2E). When the bias ends
before the divergence of Asians and Europeans, it has less
of an effect on QFST
As-Eu because the bias occurred during
their shared history.When the bias starts after the two pop-
ulations diverge, however, only one population experi-
ences the bias, so the differences between the two popula-
tions are greater. These results suggest a timescale
hypothesis, which posits that QFST and Qp are influenced
by biases on different timescales: QFST is influenced mainly
by sex biases occurring in the portion of time after two pop-
ulations diverge, whereas Qp is influenced by biases along
the whole lineage.
To complement and extend the theoretical analyses
described above, we also performed extensive coalescent
simulations to explore the behavior of QFST and Qp under
more complex demographic situations with different
magnitudes and durations of male and female sex biases.
We used the program ms31 to simulate samples from
Africans, Europeans, and Asians by using a best-fit model
of evolution derived from the HapMap SNP data,32
including bottlenecks, population expansions, and popula-
tion splits with nomigration (see Tables S1 and S2 formodel
parameters andms command lines). Using this basic coales-
cent model, we first simulated autosomal and X-chromo-
somal regionswith recombination, similar to those sampled
byHammer et al. To simulate regions on theX chromosome
(withno sexbias),we scaled q (q¼4Nem) from the autosomal
simulation by 0.75 and also scaled the population recombi-
nation rate r (r¼ 4Ner) to be half that of the autosomes. For
this simulated sequence data, we calculated both pA and pX
for Africans, Europeans, Asians, and non-Africans (nA) and
usedEquation2 toestimateQp ineachpopulation.Tomodel
the sampling method of Keinan et al., we simulated
unlinked SNPs on the autosomes and on the X chromo-
some—again scaling the X chromosome parameters appro-
priately—and simulated the ascertainment process by
matching the global minor allele frequency spectrum to
that of the HapMap SNPs. From these SNPs, we obtained
FST
A and FST
X for the four comparisons: (1) non-Africans
versus Africans (nA-Af), (2) Europeans versus Africans (Eu-
Af), (3) Asians versus Africans (As-Af), and (4) Asians versus
Europeans (As-Eu). Then, we used Equation 3 to estimate
QFST for each comparison.
To incorporate sex biases into the coalescent model of
the X chromosome, we scaled the population size during
the out-of-Africa bottleneck event (50 generations long)
by using Equation 733 to determine the effective size on
the X chromosome given the autosomal effective size
during the bottleneck and an arbitrary ESR.er 10, 2010
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Figure 2. Expected Values of QFST and Qp after a Bias in a Population’s History, Using a Theoretical Coalescent Model
Each plot displays the expected values of relevant Q estimators after a single female bias (ESR ¼ 0.9) (A–C) or male bias (ESR ¼ 0.1) (D–F)
lasting 1400 generations introduced into a single lineage’s history. The x axis indicates the number of generations elapsed since the bias
ended. Double-headed arrows indicate the time of the split between Asian and European populations, and single-headed arrows indicate
the time of the split between Africans and non-Africans. Solid lines denote the results after introducing a bias, whereas dashed lines in
a corresponding color indicate the null theoretical expectation of each Q estimator in the absence of a sex bias.NXe ¼
9

NAe
2
16NAe  9NAe ðESRÞ
(Equation 7)
We used this scaling procedure to simulate sex biases on
the X chromosome by using the Ne
A value corresponding
to the out-of-Africa bottleneck, with ESR values ranging
from 0.1 (extreme male bias) to 0.9 (extreme female bias).
Because our simulations directly manipulate the number
of X chromosomes found in human populations, they are
agnostic to the specific mechanism causing the bias.
According to Equation 7, the X chromosome experiences
a more severe bottleneck than the autosomes in the case
of a male bias (ESR < 0.5) and a less severe bottleneck in
the case of a female bias (ESR > 0.5). We also simulated an
extended bias beyond the duration of the bottleneck,
with 150 to 1350 additional generations of sex bias, result-
ing in biases lasting from 50 to 1400 generations in total.The AmericanIn the absence of a sex bias, some of our null estimates of
Qp are above 0.75 (Qp
nA ¼ 0.769; QpAf ¼ 0.791; QpEu ¼
0.753; Qp
As ¼ 0.751). This shift is due to the bottlenecks
and periods of expansion in our model of human evolu-
tion and is consistent with the observations of Pool and
Nielsen.30 In keeping with the theoretical results described
above, simulations show that our model of human evolu-
tion leads to a lower QFST estimate than the 0.75 expecta-
tion in the absence of a sex bias (QFST
Eu-Af ¼ 0.708;
QFST
As-Af ¼ 0.708; QFSTAs-Eu ¼ 0.718; QFSTnA-Af ¼ 0.719).
Simulated null estimates for QFST are lower than those ob-
tained with the theoretical framework, which may be due
to the differences between Equation 6 and the Weir and
Cockerham estimator of FST, or to the effects of recombina-
tion. For all of the analyses described below, we will use the
simulated null estimates of Q for hypothesis-testing
purposes.Journal of Human Genetics 87, 848–856, December 10, 2010 851
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Figure 3. Coalescent Simulations Show
thatQFST andQpDetect Sex-Biased Events
on Different Timescales
(A) Graphical representation of the simula-
tion model. For simplicity, population-size
changes are not shown and the branch
lengths are not to scale. The three possible
Q estimates are shown. pAf measures diver-
sity along sections I and II of the lineage,
pnA measures diversity along sections I
and III, and FST
nA-Af measures divergence
between sections II and III.
(B) Results from the simulations of the
scenario in (A). Gray dashed lines are the
null estimates determined by simulations
(Figures S6andS7).Aspredictedbythe time-
scalehypothesis, the two estimates ofQp are
above 0.75, detecting the early female bias.
The estimate of QFST, however, is below
0.75, detecting the recentmale bias. Female
bias: ESR ¼ 0.9, 20,000 generations; Male
bias: ESR ¼ 0.1, 1400 generations.
Black bars represent 95% confidence inter-
vals.As shown in Figures S6 and S7, both Qp and QFST
decrease in response to a simulated male bias and increase
in response to a simulated female bias. Notably, the relative
change in the value of Qp is much smaller than the change
in the value of QFST. The simulated bias occurs after non-
Africans diverge from Africans and has a stronger effect
on QFST than on Qp. From the data in Figure S6, it is clear
that Qp is not well suited for detecting recent sex biases
associated with the out-of-Africa dispersal. These observa-
tions, along with the reanalysis of Hammer’s data with
QFST and some previous implications in the litera-
ture,13,17,19,34,35 support the hypothesis that Qp and QFST
detect biases on different timescales. p in each population
is a function of polymorphism along the whole lineage,
whereas FST is a function of polymorphism differences
between two populations; therefore, Qp is affected by sex
biases both before and after two populations have split,
whereas QFST is primarily affected by sex biases occurring
after the split.
To more explicitly evaluate the different timescales on
which Qp and QFST detect biases, we performed additional
coalescent simulations using the best-fit model of human
evolution and including two separate sex biases
(Figure 3A). We first introduced a female bias lasting for
20,000 generations along the ancestral human lineage, cor-
responding to the time before the dispersal of modern hu-
mans out of Africa. We then introduced a male bias in the
non-African lineage, lasting for the 1400 generations before
the split between European and Asian populations. Using
this basic set ofmodel parameters,we simulatedboth linked
sequence regions and unlinked SNPs to repeat the Qp and
QFST estimation procedure described above. We simulated
scenarios with an ESR of 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, or 0.6 for the female
bias and an ESR of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, or 0.4 for the male bias.
If QFST and Qp preferentially detect sex biases acting on
different timescales, the model considered in Figure 3A852 The American Journal of Human Genetics 87, 848–856, Decembleads to three testable predictions: (1) Qp
Af should be
much greater than 0.75, (2) Qp
nA should be slightly
greater than 0.75, and (3) QFST
nA-Af should be less than
0.75. The simulation results are in complete agreement
with these predictions (Figure 3A and Figure 4). Interest-
ingly, at least one simulated scenario (Figure 3B) produces
results for Qp
Af and QFST
nA-Af that are consistent with some
of the observations by Hammer et al. and Keinan et al.
Bilinear interpolation heat maps (Figure 4) show the rela-
tionship between the magnitude (ESR) of male and female
biases and the resulting Q ratio. Contours in Figures 4B
and 4C show that Qp
Af depends primarily on the magni-
tude of the older female bias whereas QFST
nA-Af depends
primarily on the magnitude of the recent male bias.
Figure 3A, however, shows that the more complex pattern
of Qp
nA is jointly influenced by the magnitudes of both
biases.
In summary, our theoretical and simulation results
demonstrate that the seemingly contradictory results of
Hammer et al. and Keinan et al. are in fact reconcilable.
Qp is well suited for detecting sex biases in the ancestral
human population, so it is probable that the female biases
detected by Hammer and colleagues represent a female
bias that is a shared legacy of all human populations.
Long-term sex-biased processes, such as polygyny or
higher female dispersal rates in ancestral human popula-
tions, likely caused the Qp estimates found by Hammer
et al. Furthermore, a recent study that compared relative
recombination rates on the X chromosome and autosomes
found evidence for an ESR greater than 0.5 (female bias) in
all three HapMap populations.18,36,37 These results are
consistent with the Qp observations of Hammer et al.
because, like p, recombination rates detect events along
the whole lineage of the human population.
The male bias detected by Keinan et al. can be explained
by a recent event associated with the out-of-Africaer 10, 2010
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Figure 4. Coalescent Simulations Show that QFST Is Primarily
Influenced by the ESR of a Recent Bias, Whereas Qp Is Primarily
Influenced by the ESR of an Ancestral Bias
Each panel shows a set of Q estimates from simulated data under
the model in Figure 3A. The y axis and x axis indicate the ESR
for the male and female bias, respectively, in the model. The color
indicates the value ofQ for a combination ofmale and female ESRs
(note the Q scales are different in each plot).
(A) Qp in non-Africans is jointly influenced by both the recent and
ancient biases, but the signal from the older bias dominates.
(B) Africans experience only the female bias, shifting Qp in Afri-
cans above 0.75.
(C) Although non-Africans experience both the male and female
biases, QFST comparing the two shows no evidence of the older
female-biased event.dispersal, as initially proposed by the authors. The Q ratios
detected by Keinan et al. suggest a very strongmale bias for
the entire portion of the non-African lineage before the
split of Asians from Europeans. A subsequent study has
shown that a model of continuous male-biased migrationThe Americanfrom African into non-African populations before the split
of Asians and Europeans can account for the magnitude of
the previously observed male bias.35
In their supplementary analyses, Keinan et al. also
estimated a Qp-like measure in shotgun genome sequences
from a small number of individuals. Their results were
consistent with the pattern that they observed for QFST in
that Q is much lower in non-African than in African
populations.17 Recently, a new study found that regions
close to genes have a deficit of X-linked diversity
(Qp < 0.75) whereas regions further from genes have an
excess of X-linked diversity (Qp > 0.75), suggesting that
positive selection has had a widespread effect on X-linked
genes.38 These results are consistent with previous studies
that have detected signatures of selection across the X
chromosome.39,40 The correlation between Qp and genetic
distance from genes can potentially explain the contrast-
ing results for Qp, but not the discrepancy between
Keinan’s QFST and Hammer’s Qp. We have demonstrated
methodological differences between QFST and Qp that can
account for the majority of this discrepancy, but it remains
to be seen what other factors are contributing to the con-
flicting results, such as small sample sizes, different sample
populations, and different outgroup species.
More broadly, our results illustrate that complicated
demographic models can influence different summary
statistics of genetic variation in distinct ways. Thus, evalu-
ating the operating characteristics and behavior of
summary statistics under complex demographic models
provides important insights into whether different
summaries of genetic variation could have been generated
by the same evolutionary forces. These insights will be crit-
ical in interpreting the deluge of next-generation
sequencing data sets41 and developing a more comprehen-
sive understanding of human evolutionary history.Appendix
Derivation of Formula for Evaluating Qp
Using a coalescent approach based on previous work,30,42
we can derive a formula for the expected value of p in
a population with a given history. As shown in Figure S4,
the genealogy of a population can be partitioned into
a series of discrete intervals, described by the parameters
N1, N2, .,Nn and T1, T2, .,Tn, where Ni and Ti denote
the population size and number of generations for the ith
interval, respectively. To derive an analytical formula for
evaluating Qp, we need to express p, the probability that
two randomly sampled copies of a locus differ, as a function
of the Ni’s and Ti’s. Assuming biallelic loci and an infinite-
sites model of evolution, p is equivalent to the probability
that a single mutation occurred at some point in the gene-
alogy of a locus.42 The probability of a mutation occurring
in a given genealogy is equal to 2mt, where m is the muta-
tion rate per site per generation and t is the time to coales-
cence for the two sampled copies.Journal of Human Genetics 87, 848–856, December 10, 2010 853
Assuming an infinitely long lineage (i.e., the two
sampled loci do coalesce eventually), then the total coales-
cent time, t, can be determined by considering the contri-
bution of each interval to t. t is a function of the coalescent
times of each interval, denoted as t1, t2,. tn and the prob-
ability, Pc(i), that the two copies will coalesce in the i
th
interval:
t ¼ Pcð1ÞðT2 þ T3 þ.þ Tn þ t1Þ
þ Pcð2ÞðT3 þ T4 þ.þ Tn þ t2Þ þ.þ PcðnÞtn
¼
Xn
i¼1
"
PcðiÞ
 
ti þ
 Xn
j¼iþ1
Tj
!!#
(Equation 8)
Note that each interval’s contribution to t is the product
of the probability that the two sampled copies coalesce in
that interval and the expected coalescent time if coales-
cence does occur there.
Following standard coalescent theory, going backward in
time, Pc(i) can be approximated as an exponential func-
tion, conditional on the probability of not coalescing in
all previous segments:
PcðiÞ ¼
0
@e
Pn
j¼iþ1
Tj
2Nj
1
A1 e Ti2Ni (Equation 9)
Note that the first term in Equation 9 is the probability of
not coalescing in all previous intervals of the lineage and
the second term is the probability of coalescing in the ith
interval given that coalescence has not occurred previ-
ously. For the most recent interval, n, the probability of
not coalescing in all previous intervals becomes unity
and therefore:
PcðnÞ ¼

1 e Tn2Nn

(Equation 10)
We assume that T1 ¼N and therefore the probability of
coalescing in interval 1 becomes unity, conditional on lack
of coalescence in all previous sections and thus:
Pcð1Þ ¼
0
@e
Pn
j¼2
Tj
2Nj
1
A (Equation 11)
Finally, we can express the expected coalescent time for
the ith interval, ti, in terms of the N and T parameters.
Specifically, the expected value of ti is:
EðtiÞ ¼
R Ti
0
x

e
x
2Ni

dx
1 e
Ti
2Ni

2Ni
(Equation 12)
Evaluating the integral, the expected value of ti becomes:
EðtiÞ ¼ 2Ni  Ti
0
@ eTi2Ni
1 e
Ti
2Ni
1
A (Equation 13)854 The American Journal of Human Genetics 87, 848–856, DecembThe final interval, where we have assumed that T1 ¼N,
yields the following limit:
lim
T1/N
T1
0
@ eT12N1
1 e
T1
2N1
1
A ¼ 0 (Equation 14)
and therefore t1x 2N1. By substituting the expressions for
ti and Pc(i) into Equation 8, we obtain the final expression
for p as provided in the main text (Equation 4).
Derivation of Formula for Evaluating QFST
We extended the previous model to include two subpopu-
lations that diverged from an ancestral population, which
is described by a series of n discrete intervals that are char-
acterized by the parameters T 0i and N0i. In order to evaluate
QFST, we first derived an expression for the average pairwise
divergence, p12, between the two subpopulations, which
diverged t generations ago. When one copy of a locus is
sampled from each subpopulation, p12 is also equivalent
to the probability that a mutation occurred on the gene-
alogy of the two sampled copies; however, because we
assume no migration, coalescence can only occur in the
ancestral population. The expected value of p12 is derived
in the same way as that of p, but requires a modified
form of Equation 8:
t ¼
Xn
i¼1
"
PcðiÞ
 
2t þ ti þ
 Xn
j¼iþ1
T 0j
!!#
(Equation 15)
Note that 2t is added to the expression for the coalescent
time in each interval because the genealogy of the two
sampled copies will always include a branch for subpopu-
lation 1 and a branch for subpopulation 2, both of length
t, where coalescence cannot occur. Substituting Equation
15 into Equation 8 yields the final equation for the ex-
pected value of p12 provided in the main text (Equation 5).
Using the formulas for p and p12 derived above, we can
obtain approximate expected values for FST between two
subpopulations using the following formula from Hudson
et al.:29
FST ¼ 1Hw
Hb
(Equation 16)
Note that Hw is the mean of nucleotide diversity in each
subpopulation and Hb is the nucleotide diversity in the
combined subpopulations:
Hw ¼ 12ðp1 þ p2Þ
Hb ¼ p12
(Equation 17)
Using these expressions forHw andHbwe obtain the final
formula for FST in terms ofp that is presented as Equation 6
in the main text.Supplemental Data
Supplemental Data include seven figures and two tables and can
be found with this article online at http://www.cell.com/AJHG/.er 10, 2010
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